Abstract. As the noise pollution of aircraft is becoming more and more serious, the airworthiness standard puts more and more strict requirements on the aerodynamic noise level of civil passenger aircraft. The slat noise is the main source of noise during the small angle of attack during the takeoff and landing phases. In this paper, for the aerodynamic noise problem of high-lift airfoil slats, a three-segment wing lifting device model is taken as an experimental model, and the aeroacoustic wind tunnel test is carried out. In order to avoid the influence of flap noise, the slat is fully unfolded and the flap is retracted. The acoustic mechanism of the aerodynamic noise of the slat is studied. Then the aerodynamic noise of the deformed slat is studied. The noise reduction effect and aerodynamic performance of the deformable slat are studied by comparing the reference position with the deformed slat. Finally, the related noise reduction mechanism is discussed.
Introduction
In recent years, the increasing air traffic volume has become an increasingly serious problem of aircraft noise. Aircraft noise includes engine noise and airframe noise. During the landing phase of the aircraft, the engine is in a low-power state, the lifting device and the landing gear are open, the noise of the airframe is close to the noise of the engine, and sometimes even exceeds the noise of the engine. Therefore, when the aircraft is in a close state, the airframe noise becomes one of the main sound sources. For airframe noise, cavity noise is an unavoidable factor in many respects, the cavity at the front of the 30P30N wing [1] [2] [3] [4] .
As mentioned above, many investigations on the noise reduction of the slat. Christodoulos [5] [6] and so on at the Makham wind tunnel of University of Cambridge measured the noise characteristics and aerodynamic performance of the droop leading edge configuration. By comparing with the retracted configuration of the slit wing and the open configuration of the common wing, the droop leading edge can reduce the noise, but it also brings great loss to the aerodynamic performance, such as reducing the maximum lift and reducing the landing. Zhaokai Ma [7] [8] through the mixed numerical simulation, that is, the first use of URANS or LES to simulate the flow field, and then by solving LEE (linear Euler equation) or APE (acoustic perturbation equation) to simulate the sound propagation, and then by solving the FW-H equation to obtain the far field sound direction of the square method, to study the feasibility of noise reduction. Finally, it is proved that the installation of acoustic lining on the lower surface of the slit wing and the leading edge of the main wing can reduce aerodynamic noise. Werner Dobrzynski and other [9] discussed the test results of the wind tunnel laboratory and analyzed the mechanism of noise generation in the front and rear edges of the aircraft. They believed that since the noise was largely derived from the vortices inside the front grooves, a streamlined groove occlusion should prevent the vorticity from penetrating into the flow of the gap. And the aerodynamic noise is reduced. The experimental results confirm their speculation that streamlined groove occlusion does play a role in reducing most of the frequency noise. Christodoulos [10] [11] and so on, through wind tunnel test to study the noise reduction effect of the groove filling, and found that this technology can achieve the effect of noise reduction. However, the negative influence of groove filling on aerodynamic performance is too great, and the maximum lift coefficient and stall attack angle after filling are greatly reduced. Adaptive slat as originally proposed by Delfs [12] , that actively reduces the gap width by trailing-edge shape deformation to reduce noise under typical approach conditions but restores the original gap width / maximum lift if necessary. We found that adaptive slat achieves the effect of noise reduction by changing the slat shape, at the same time, it has the lift loss that can be ignored at the operative test angles of attack caused by the deformation of slat.
The noise of slat reduction always accompany by the loss of aerodynamic performance. This test is based on the study of adaptive slat. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the Experiment Apparatus and Methods, including the wind tunnel facility, measurement device, the experimental model and the configuration. Section 3 presents the the flow field results and noise results of the original slat, the deformed slat and the reference configuration.
Experiment Apparatus and Methods

Aero-acoustic Wind Tunnel
The experiment was performed in the D5 aeroacoustic wind tunnel at Beihang University, which is a small-scale, closed-circuit wind tunnel. The length of the airflow direction in the wind tunnel test section is 2.5 meters, the cross section is 1 m * 1 m (height * width), and the maximum working speed is 100 m/s. The turbulence intensity of free stream is less than 0.08%. The anechoic chamber with 7.0m in length, 6.2m in width and 5.4m in height surrounds the test section to satisfy non reflection conditions. The anechoic chamber has the low cut-off frequency f = 200 Hz.
Measurement Device
The experimental test section consists of DSM and acoustic panels. The test section consists of two sidewalls, one sidewall with external perforated plate and internal DSM cloth, and the other sidewall with just a layer of DSM cloth. The microphone is placed at 5c far away from the central of the airfoil's pressure side.
The free-field noise is obtained by 1/2 inch free-field microphones in the anechoic room. The frequency is 6.3 Hz to 20 kHz, and has dynamic characteristics which range is 14.6 to 146 dB. The measurement of acoustic signals is obtained at a sampling frequency of 65536 Hz in the time interval of 42s. The near-field microphone is located at the leading edge 0.02m of the main wing. The microphone array is composed of 32 microphones distributed in a circle with a diameter of 1 meters. The microphone has a wide frequency range up to 20 kHz, and their dynamic range from 32 dB to 135 dB. In this study, the acoustic microphone array is located 2 meters away from the pressure side of the model. 
Experimental Models
Experimental Configuration
Noise measurements included noise source location, far-field noise and near-field noise. The acoustic measurement of slat based on different deformation angle of high lift configuration has been completed. The angle of attack (AOA) varies from 4° to 8° and the flow velocities varies from 30m/s to 60m/s. Figure 3 shows the deformable slat and the reference slat. The slat deformation is achieved by rotating the trailing edge of the slat by 6°. The shape, gap and overlap can be changed simultaneously by deformation. In order to further study the noise and aerodynamic performance of the slat after deformation, the slat before deformation is translated along the line connecting the position of the trailing edge at the front and rear of the deformation to obtain the reference slat. The reference position slat has the same gap and overlap amount as the deformed slat. The noise measurement at the same velocity and angle of attack as the basic configuration. Figure 4 shows the sound pressure level spectrum of the original slat, the deformed slat and the reference configuration at 4°, 5°, 6°, 7° angle of attack, at an inflow velocity of 60 m/s. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the frequency of the discrete noise of the deformed slat changes significantly and the peak value is also reduced compared to the slat before deformation. Even at 6° and 7° angle of attack, the broadband noise of the deformed slats is significantly reduced. The sound pressure level spectrum of the slat at the reference position is found to have a similar change compared to the original slat. Compared with the deformed slats, the discrete noises appear to have similar frequencies and the peaks are approximately the same. Table 2 shows the total sound pressure levels of the slat before deformation, the deformed slat and the reference position at the AOA = 4°, 5°, 6°, 7° at an inflow velocity of 60 m/s. It can be seen from Table 2 that the total sound pressure level of the deformed configuration is 2-8dB lower than that of the original slat at different angles of attack at a flow velocity of 60m/s, and the reference position slat can be reduced by 2-10dB relative to the original slat. It was found that the total sound pressure level of the noise measured at the angle of attack of 4°, 5°, 6°, and 7° was reduced when the current edge slat was deformed by 6°. However, due to the different flow fields under different angles of attack, the noise reduction effect will be different. In order to further study the noise and aerodynamic characteristics of the deformed slat, the model is subjected to CFD calculation. Using pressure far field conditions, 0.17 Ma, S-A turbulence model, 250,000 grids, 30 times far field, second order accuracy. The calculated results are compared with the experimental measurement data as shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen from Figure 5 that the experimental airfoil surface pressure coefficient distribution results are basically consistent with the numerical simulation results, indicating that the closed test section meets the experimental requirements for aerodynamic measurement of the high lift wing configuration. 
Results and Discussion
Results of Basic Configuration
Results of Deformable Slat and Reference Slat
Results of the Flow Fields
In order to further analyze the noise of the slat before and after deformation, the flow fields of the two are compared. The parameters in the physical model of Figure 6 [12] will be compared. The flow field of the slat before and after deformation at Mach number 0.17 and angle of attack 6 of the airfoil are calculated. The parameter La changes from 0.0426m to 0.0428m.The parameter Lv changes from 0.0490m to 0.0515m.It can be seen that the flow field around the deformed slat changes obviously, the position of the re-attachment point of the shedding vortex changes little after the deformation of the slat, and the size of the cavity changes obviously. With the defrormation of the slat, the shear layer velocity changes from 52.4 m/s to 43.28 m/s. The decrease of shear layer velocity makes the energy of shedding vortex at lower trailing edge weaken when it reaches the reattachment point, and then the noise reduction effect is achieved.
It can be observed from Table 2 that if the slat before deformation is moved to the reference position, the slat of the reference position is equivalent to the noise reduction effect of the slat after deformation, and the total sound pressure level is reduced by 2-10 dB. Therefore, the lift and resistance of these three cases are compared, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . It can be seen from Figure  7 and 8 that the lift coefficient of the deformed slat is significantly increased relative to the original slat at an angle of attack of 4°, 5°, 6°, and 7°, and the drag coefficient is significantly lowered. The lift coefficient of the slat in the reference position is basically the same as that of the original slat, but it decreases at 6 and 7 angles of attack, while the drag coefficient decreases at the test angle of attack. In conclusion, the noise reduction effect of the slat after deformation and the slat of the reference position is basically the same as that of the original slat. However, the coefficient of lift of the slat after deformation at the test angle of attack will increase and the coefficient of lift of the slat at the reference position will decrease. Figure 9 shows the lift coefficient of the slat portion before and after deformation at different angles of attack. It can be found that the lift of the slat after the deformation is increased because the deformation of the slat increases, the lift of the slat portion to compensate for the lift loss of the main wing due to the change of the flow field. Therefore, the overall lift of the wing will not only have a loss but will increase. 
Conclusion
The experiment of deformable slat noise studies at the high-lift configuration. The noise of the slat can be significantly reduced by deformation relative to the original configuration. The following conclusions can be drawn.
Researching on basic configuration, we found that four flow velocities measurements are performed to investigate the velocity-law of far-field noise radiated, and the tones are obvious at four test angles of attack. It indicates that the tones existed in the far-field noise spectra are generated from the slat cove and slat-main element region.
For deformable slat, we found the noise of the slat after deformation reduced about 2-8 dB at different angles of attack at a flow velocity of 60m/s.In order to further study the noise and aerodynamic performance of the slat after deformation, the slat before deformation is translated along the line connecting the position of the trailing edge at the front and rear of the deformation to obtain the reference slat. The reference position slat has the same gap and overlap amount as the deformed slat. It can be seen that the total sound pressure level of the reference position slat is 2-10dB lower than that of the original slat at different angles of attack at a flow velocity of 60m/s.
The noise reduction effect of the slat after deformation and the slat of the reference position is basically the same as that of the original slat. However, the coefficient of lift of the slat after deformation at the test angle of attack will increase and the coefficient of lift of the slat at the reference position will decrease. It can be found that the lift of the slat after the deformation is increased because the deformation of the slat increases the lift of the slat portion to compensate for the lift loss of the main wing due to the change of the flow field. Therefore, the overall lift of the wing will not only have a loss but will increase.
